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Variable retention, microclimate, experimental and modelling 
projects in TFL 39: Improvements to the FORGE model. 
 
N.J. Smith, Weyerhaeuser BC Coastal Group, Mar 25, 05 (edits April 8) 
 
Introduction 
 
In this report the developments of the FORGE (FORest Growth Engine) model during 
2004-2005 are discussed. In particular, developments and new additions include 
deadwood (see separate report); completely new algorithms for diffuse as well as direct 
light; a new way to derive leaf area index shading effects that is scale invariant, and the 
addition of ground light (diffuse and direct). Total funding costs were $10,000. 
 
Light Overview 
          
Extraterrestrial light (Sx) is the light emitted by the Sun which reaches the top of the 
atmosphere over a given location. Sx is dependant on the location, time of day and time 
of year. These three variables determine the solar azimuth,θ and solar zenith, Z, as seen 
from a location on the Earth.  
 
Extraterrestrial light, Sx, travels through the atmosphere to the surface of the Earth. 
Attenuation by the atmosphere reduces the light to global light, Sg. The amount of 
attenuation varies based on local atmospheric conditions and weather. 
 
The global light is composed 
of direct, SD, and diffuse, 
SD, components. Direct light 
is light which has travel all 
the way from the Sun without 
being reflected or absorbed 
and follows a straight line 
from the Sun to the surface. 
Diffuse light is light which 
has been reflected by 
atmospheric conditions and 
arrives at the surface from 
any direction. The ratio of 
diffuse to direct light is 
determined by the local 
weather as well. 
 
Historical light data collected 
near Campbell River clearcut 
are used to determine a 
realistic pattern for 

Fig 1. Fate of light thorough the atmosphere and plant canopy: Sx 
(extraterrestrial), Sg (global), SD (direct), Sd (diffuse) and Sdu (transmitted direct 
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attenuation and direct/diffuse ratios. This data were collected in 2001 at 30 minute 
intervals. 
 
For each cell, four components of light are calculated: direct above canopy, diffuse above 
canopy, direct ground, diffuse ground. For each cell light is calculated as the sum of 
quanta impinging over the growing season between sunrise + 30min and sunset – 30 min. 
Several optimizations are implemented to reduce the calculation time.  
- Rather than recalculate the light every period, the light is only recalculated when part 

of the forest changes in height by 1m. 
- Each day before the solstice has a matching day after the solstice. 
- Near the solstice the days are similar. Days can be grouped by similar Z (solar 

declination). 
 

Diffuse Light  
Diffuse light is the light striking a surface 
which does not travel in a straight line 
from the Sun (see Fig 2: centered on a 
point or tree). All diffuse light has been 
reflected at least once. We divide the 
sources of diffuse light into four factors. 
The four factors divide the visible 
hemisphere viewscape, into canopy, sky, 
trees and landscape. Note the addition of 
canopy view (Fc) is an original addition to 
the model in 2004-2005. The sky view 
(Fs) factor is light reflected or scattered 
with in the atmosphere. The tree view factor (Ft) is light reflected from the nearby trees. 
In the open, the tree view portion is the surrounding vegetation; under canopy it is the 
vegetation below the bottom surface of the canopy. The landscape view factor (Fl) 
reflects from the ground below the horizon and is only important for sloped situations. 
The canopy view (Fc) 
factor is light reflected or 
scattered within the 
canopy above the site. 
The canopy view extends 
radially from directly 
above the site to the point 
where the sky is visible. 
This is important when 
determining ground light 
beneath a canopy. 
The portion of the visible 
hemisphere occupied by 
each factor is determined 
by radially dividing the 
landscape into pie shaped 

Fig 2. Vertical components of diffuse light 

Fig 3. Horizontal components 
of diffuse light 
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segments or slices (see Fig 3). The slices extend from the zenith to the ground vertically 
and from the site horizontally (see above sketch). The viewscape is analyzed to determine 
the values for each factor. Canopy (Fc) extends from the zenith to the first break in the 
canopy or the limit of calculation. Sky (Fs) extends from the canopy to the top of the trees 
with the largest angular height. Trees (Ft) extend from the sky to the local horizon and 
landscape (Fl) is below the local horizon. The limit of calculation is 5 / Tan(0.05) = 
100m. Currently we use 256 horizontal slices to determine the diffuse light. This was 
shown during 2005 to be optimum slice number for estimating the viewscape. Note that 
for each 256th portion a patch is either absent or present: we do not account for partial 
coverage. 
  
The above sketch illustrates how the nearby patch dominates the view because it has a 
larger angular height than the distant forest matrix. 
 

 
[1]  Sds  = Fc*Sd + Fs*Sd + (1 - Fs)*Sd*e(-Gd*Le) + Ft *δt*(0.5*SD + Sd)  

+ Fl *δl*(SD + Sd) 
 
where Gd  extinction coefficient for diffuse PAR= 0.85 – 0.04* SD/Sd, Sds=total diffuse 
light, Fc,Fs,Ft and F1 are canopy, sky, tree and landscape view factors, respectively. Sd is 
the diffuse light above the canopy, SD is the direct light above the canopy, δt and δl are 
reflection coefficients for the foliage and landscape, respectively. ‘Above canopy’ means 
provided by weather station data or directly modelled from global light. Refer to Chen et 
al. 1993 for more details. 
  
Direct Light 
Direct light, SD, is the portion of the global light, Sg, which strikes a surface without 
being reflected. The direct light falling on location may be attenuated by intervening tree 
crowns. The amount of attenuation depends on the leaf area index, LAI, the clumping 
index, Ω, and solar zenith angle, Z. The clumping index is species dependent. (See [4]). 
 
Determination of accumulated leaf area index (Lac) 
This is a new addition in 2004-2005. Accumulated leaf area index, Lac, measures the 
amount of LAI encountered by a light ray traversing tree crown(s) between two parallel 
light rays. La is used to determine the attenuation of direct light for a given distance of 
ground. LAI for a crown is the measure of leaf area vertically through the crown. For the 
model, the LAI is assumed to be linearly distributed, increasing from the top to the 
bottom. For example if the LAI of a given grid cell is 5 the 5 layers are not distributed 
evenly but at half-crown height (the distance from the top to base of the crown) the leaf 
area accumulated is LAI (.5)2 of 5 (.25)=1.25 (Chen et al 1993) assuming the light ray 
entry is at the top of the crowns. 
 
The following diagram and analysis shows the derivation of the formula used to 
determine the portion of the LAI encountered by a single light ray traversing between an 
arbitrary entry and exit point. Due to the cellular nature of the FORGE model this 
approach departs from that described by Chen et al 1993. In addition, in Chen et al’s 
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(1993) paper there was no entry height, the surrounding canopy was assumed to be 
infinitely extended. This is a new addition for 2004-2005.  
         

Algebraic derivation of the ratio of leaf area index traversed by a light ray traveling 
between two arbitrary points, Ey (entry height) and Xy (exit height) is shown in Fig 4. 

Fig 4. Deriving the ratio for adjusting leaf area intercepted by a single light ray.
Triangle Areas (T)
Whole crown TT0=(T-T0)(W)/2 TT0=(T-T0)(W)/2
Crown above exit(Xy) TXy=(T-Xy)(WXy)/2 TXy=(T-Xy)(W)(T-Xy)/(T-T0)/2
Crown above entry(Ey) TEy=(T-Ey)(WEy)/2 TEy=(T-Ey)(W)(T-Ey)/(T-T0)/2

Triangle bases (W)
Whole cell width W
Width to h WXy=W(T-Xy)/(T-T0)
Width to E WEy=W(T-Ey)/(T-T0)

Ratios ratio of LAI traversed by the light ray in a vertical direction
Ratio=(TXy-TEy)/TT0 Ratio=[(T-Xy)2-(T-Ey)2]/(T-T0)

2

T=top of crown
Light ray

WEy=width at Ey Ey=entry height

WXy=width at h Xy=exit height

W=width at T0 T0=base of crown
Note: the above traingular shape is the same as assuming that LAI increases
linearly with crown depth.  

 
Ratio is the LAI  portion encountered by the ray from entry to exit. Cos(θ) adjusts for the 
increased (from vertical) path length.   
 
[2]  La = Ratio [LAI / cos(θ)] 
 
where La is actual leaf area traversed for a given light ray, Ratio is defined above, θ is the 
solar zenith angle and LAI is the leaf area index in a vertical direction. 
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Determining the cumulative effective LAI (Lac) 
Lac is the mean projected LAI between two horizontal (ground reference) points for a 
given zenith angle. The La (for instance a single point in the center of a target grid cell) 
leads to an inaccurate determination of the amount of LAI shading the whole cell. This is 
because part of the cell may be covered by foliage when viewed along a zenith angle, θ, 
while the center of the cell may have no foliage coverage. In the example below (Fig 5) 
the cell center lines for both cell A and cell B miss the tree crown thereby missing the 
portion of the shadow impinging on the cells. If the cells were very small this would not 
be an issue but with larger cell size the bias increases: a solution to this issue is necessary 
to ensure scale invariance with grid size. 
 
Note however, that smaller grid cells lead to the modelling of more light rays and the 
effects of surrounding trees can lead to slightly more shading for smaller grid sizes when 

the residual trees are reasonably dense. 
 
The model determines cumulative leaf area, Lac, which affects the light calculated for a 
cell. This is determined as the portion of LAI between two parallel light rays. The Lac 
affecting a cell is calculated as the difference between the portions from the front and 
back of the cell.  
 
Fig 6 illustrates this calculation by dividing the crown into three portions, A, B and C. 
Portion A is above both the lines from each cell edge. Portion B is below the back edge 
line and above the front edge line, this portion shades the cell. Portion C is below the 
back edge line. Lac is the total leaf area between the two lines. The graduation in color 
approximates the distribution of LA in the crown. Area D is determined by determining 
area B. 
 

Figure 5. 
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[3]  Lac = [(leaf area in B+C)-(leaf area in C)]/cos(θ) 
 
see [2] and Fig 6 for symbols, Appendix I shows the geometry involved. Note that Lac is 
explicitly corrected for solar zenith angle by dividing by cos(θ) and is expressed in units 
m2/m2.

 
Finally direct light is calculated as: 
 
[4] SDu= SD e(-G(θ)*Ω*Lac) 
 
where SDu is estimated direct light for a given point, SD is direct light above the canopy, 
G(θ) is the mean projection coefficient: if θ < 0.85: 0.54+0.33 θ;if θ >= 0.85: 0.82 + 1.14 
(θ – 0.85), θ is the zenith angle and Ω is the clumping index: fir = 0.3064; other 
species=0.5 and Lac is the cumulative leaf area between the two edges of a target grid 
cell. In other words this is the integrated direct light estimate between two points.  
Appendix I and II show an examples of the calculations entailed in deriving the 
cumulative leaf area and average light across a target cell. 
 
Crown and Ground light 
Direct and diffuse light is calculated 
at two height levels, at the top of the 
crown and at the ground for each 
cell. The calculations at each level 
are the same. For the crown level 
there is no canopy component to the 
diffuse calculation. For the ground 
level the cell can shade itself. The 
ground light component is a new 
addition in 2004-2005. A test was 
made using new data for the diffuse 

Lac 

Cell Back Edge 

Cell Front Edge 

A

B 

C 

Fig.6. Depiction of cumulative leaf 
area (Lac) between the ‘back’’ and 
‘front’ edge of an arbitrary grid cell

Diagrammatic depiction of determination 
of Lac and accumulation over the target 
grid cell: area B=area D 

D 

Fig. 7. 
Schematic 
diagram of 
direct and 
diffuse 
light 
beneath the 
canopy. 
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and direct light ground model. See Fig 8. A good agreement was found. 
Fig. 9 shows the modelled total light for 6  different scenarios and shows the relative 
differences in light pattern while Fig 11 breaks out diffuse and  direct at tops of crowns 
fro one scenario plus ground light. 

Ground Light Comparison
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Fig. 8. Comparison of modelled ground light (Modelled Light) compared to an existing 
verified equation (Ground light (Smith)) for a clearcut. Modelled light uses equations [1], 
[2] and [4] (Data are average growing season estimates). Ground light (Smith) is based 
on a single equation (Smith, 1993) that estimates light attenuation at the forest floor at 
solar noon based on extensive data collection. For a Douglas-fir stand, site index 34, 600 
stems per hectare initial stocking. Note first 3 time periods interpolated. 
 

 
Fig 9. Modelled total (direct and diffuse) light from top (left to right) : clear cut, 5% 
dispersed, 10% dispersed (2 tree clumps) ; from bottom (left to right) : 30% dispersed (6-
8 tree clumps), 10% group and 30% group.  (White is approximately 600 
micromoles/m2/sec, dark=0 microcoles/m2/sec averaged over the growing season  April 
15-Sept 15 from sunrise +30 mins to sunset-30 mins). For Douglas-fir, site index 34, 600 
stems/ha at start. Patches and leave trees are 100 years old, site index 34 at start of 
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simulation. Note that light is as predicted at the top of the canopy for the retention and 
new trees growing after harvesting. Yellow is road, green is surround. Notice that in the 
clearcut situation the surround affects the amount of light at the edges. 
 
Fig 10 shows the actual values. Fig 11 shows the component of total light (diffuse and 
direct using the new algorithms) and ground light (using the new algorithms). 
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Fig 10. Actual light levels predicted for the harvested areas using scenarios shown in Fig 
9. Light is shown at the top of the canopy: the general increase in the overall levels is 
because the new trees are growing faster then the retained trees even as the light levels 
suppress growth in some areas. Global-Campbell River: is the mean seasonal (April 15-
Sept 15 2001) global solar radiation used in the model: Global-Powell River is mean 
seasonal global solar radiation (July-Sept 15 2004) from the Powell River weather station 
suggesting that the input data are reasonable. 
 

 
Fig 11. For the 20% retention (left to right): diffuse light year 25 after harvest, direct light 
year 25 after harvest and ground light year 100 after harvest. Note the effect of the road 
(yellow) on enhancing both ground and direct light at the top of the canopy. 
 
 
Fig 12 shows predicted and actual (Powell River weather station) diffuse and direct light. 
Predicted is from a model  (Black et al. 1991) based on global solar radiation (April 15-
Sept 15) from Campbell River data while actual is based on Powell River weather station 
(July-Sept 15). The data suggest that a modelled assumption of  58% direct and 42% 
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diffuse compared perfectly with the measured 58% direct and 42% diffuse from the 
Powell River weather station (2004 data). 

Predicted/actual light levels
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Fig 12. Modelled clearcut direct and diffuse at top of regenerating canopy ( mean for 
April 15-Sept 15) compared to global direct and diffuse measured in a clearcut in 2004 at 
the Powell River weather station (July-Sept 15). The proportions are identical and levels 
are in good agreement. 
 
Calibration of leaf area 
Fig. 13 indicates that the leaf area index in the model may be too high. Fish-eye 
photographs from 5 plots in each treatment at TM188 (clear cut 0%), 5%, 10% and 30% 
retention were compared to model runs. The model runs overestimated percent light 
attenuation for total light by about 10%. One possible cause could be a leaf area carried 
in the model that is too high; LAI directly determines direct light attenuation. This will be 
investigated more thoroughly as we collect more quantum sensor data. 
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Fig 13. Percent light from fish-eye photography (blue lines showing mean and twice the 
standard deviation) and modelled (red) percent light. Data are for research site TM188 
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(clearcut, 5%, 10% and 30% dispersed comparisons). Data suggest that leaf area index 
may be overestimated (this awaits further confirmation however). 
 
 
Addition of soil moisture and temperature components into the model 
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Fig 14. Mean soil temperature is related to mean monthly PAR (Photosynthetically active 
radiation. The figure on the right shows that the relationship decreases with month for the 
months examined. Data are from the TM 188 site described in attached document: 
“Development of Framework Models for Variable Retention in TFL 39 and 44: 
Microclimate in Variable Retention: preliminary results from a 2004 transect study.” 
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Fig 15. Mean soil moisture is related to soil temperature: note the relationship changes 
with month- moisture decreases with mean temperature. (The negative reading appears to 
be an anomaly). The relationship is steeper within a given month than between months 
(see the figure on the right). Data are from the TM 188 site described in attached 
document: “Development of Framework Models for Variable Retention in TFL 39 and 
44: Microclimate in Variable Retention: preliminary results from a 2004 transect study.” 
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Fig 14 and 15 show the modelling approach to soil temperature (mainly related to light) 
and temperature (directly related to temperature- and hence light). Appendix III shows 
the basic equation used to model air temperature. Future endeavors are to incorporate 
atmospheric temperature into this relationship: modelling endeavors to date for soil 
moisture and soil temperature have focused on the basic relationships shown above as 
data have only recently been collected and processed. 
 
Conclusions 
Improvements (2004-2005) to the live tree component of the FORGE model partly 
funded by FIA include a new algorithm for computing leaf area shading, an examination 
of the calibration of leaf area, improvement of both the direct and diffuse light models 
(including ground light), tests against independent data and the addition of modelling 
relationships for soil moisture and temperature. Appendix III and IV show further details 
of the light model improved on in 2004-2005 as well as the growth and temperature 
details. 
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Appendix I 
 
The derivations presented here are an exhaustive treatment of the possible combinations 
of entry and exit height through a rectangular crown. These formulations are new in 2005 
and are incorporated in the model. The integrated ratio is presented between several 
disjunct bounds. 
 
There are six distinct 
ways that a light ray 
can intercept a crown 
rectangle. 
 
A:  Ey = T, Xy > B 
B : Ey < T, Xy > B 
C : Ey < T, Xy = B 
D : Ey = T, Xy > B, S < 
B 
E : Ey < T, Xy = B, Q 
> T 
F : Ey = T, Xy = B1 
1 Ey=entry height 
Xy=exit height 
B=bottom, T=top, S= point projected below B and parallel to left side of grid that 
intersects the projected line, Q=same as S but on right side of grid.  
 
For each case it we need to determine the ratio of Lac above the line and below. For the 
following calculations the coordinates are translated so that C,B = 0,0; T is the height of 
the crown and F is the width of the crown. 
 
The process to determine the ratio of LAI below a light ray divides the crown into three 
portions, Case A, Case B and Case C. For calculations the crown is divided into 3 parts. 
Above (C,S)-(F,T) is Case A, below (C,B)-(F,Q) is Case C and between the two lines is 
Case B. For steep lines where S < B or Q > T, above (C,B)-(K,T) is Case A, below (J,B)-
(F,T) is Case C and between the two 
lines is Case B. 
 
Constants: 
B:bottom of the crown (0)  
T:Total crown height (Height*Crown 
ratio) (note crown base is implicitly 
subtracted). 
F:Far side of the cell 
C:close side of the cell (0) 
Ex,Ey: the entry x and y  
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J 

S 

K 

CaseAa 

CaseAb 

Xy 

Ex 

CaseBa 
Ey 

Xy 

S 

CaseBb 

Xx,Xy: the exit x and y  
S: Projected Y coordinate of a point on the closest side such that a parallel line intersects 
F,T 
Q: Projected Y coordinate of a point on the farthest side such that a parallel line 
intersects C,B 
K: Projected X of a point on top when Q > T or S < B such that a parallel line intersects 
C,B 
J: Projected X of a point on bottom when Q > T 
 or S < B such that a parallel line intersects F,T 
L: Leaf area index 
La:  cumulative LAI (single ray) 
Lac: cumulative LAI (between two rays) 
Ratio: distribution ratio single light rays in a horizontal direction:Ra = ((T-Xy)2-(T-
Ey)2)/T2 – assumes a liner leaf density with crown depth (see Table 4 for derivation).  
Ratiop: distribution ratio between two parallel light rays separated by distance, y,  in a 
horizontal direction : = ((T-(Xy+y))2-(T-(Ey+y))2)/T2  assumes a linear leaf density with 
crown depth.  If we project a line parallel to Ratio then the ratio of leaf area that the two 
lines pass through can be determined by calculating the total area below the top line 
minus the leaf area below the bottom line divided by the total area.  
 
CaseA(T,F,Xy)  Ey = T (top) 
 S = F/Ex*Xy – projected point on the closest side(x=0):Ex=F 
 Below the line: CaseAb(T,S,Xy) 
 Indefinite integral: ∫ (T-y)2/T2 dy:S<=y<=Xy + caseB(T,F,T,S) 
 Definite integral:(y-y2/T+y3/3T2 ):S<=y<=Xy + caseB(T,F,T,S) 
 Bounded solution: (Xy-Xy2/T+Xy3/3T2  
   -(S-S2/T+S3/3T2)) + CaseB(T,F,T,S)) 
 
 Above the line:CaseAa(T,Xy) 
 Definite integral:(y-y2/T+y3/3T2 ):Xy<=y<=T) 
 T/3 – ( Xy-Xy2/T+Xy3/3T2) 
 
 If S < 0 then 
  K = T / (T-Xy)  * Ex  
  J = F - K 
  Below = CaseAa(T,0) + CaseCb(T,T,S-C)  
      + S - Above 
 
CaseB(T,F,Ey,Xy) Ey < T and Xy > 0 (Base) 
 S = (T-Ey)+Xy – projected point on the closest side(x=0):Ey=T 
 
 Below the line:CaseBa(T,Ey,Xy) 
 Indefinite integral: ∫  (T-Xy+y)2-(T-Ey+y)2)/T2 dy :0<=y<=Xy  
  + CaseC(Ey-Xy)) 
 Definite integral: [(Xy-Ey)/T2] (Ey(y) – 2T(y) + Xy(y) – y2) 

CaseAa 

CaseAb 

Ex 

Xy 

S 
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K 

CaseCa 

CaseCb 
J 

Q

Xy 

Ey 

  :0<=y<=Xy  + CaseC(Ey-Xy) 
 Bounded solution: [(Xy-Ey)/T2] (Ey*Xy – 2*T*Xy) + CaseC(Ey-Xy) 
 
 Above the line:CaseBb(T,Ey,Xy,S) 
 CaseBa(T,T,S) – CaseBa(T,Ey,Xy) + CaseAb(T,S) 
 
CaseC(T,F,Ey,Xx) Xy = 0  
 Q= Ey*F/(F-Xx) – projected point on the farthest side(x=0):Xx=0 
 
 
 Below the line: CaseCb(T,Ey) 
 Indefinite integral: ∫ (T2-(T-y)2)/T2 dy : 0<=y<=Ey 
 Definite integral: y2/T – y3/3T2   : 0<=y<=Ey 
 Bounded solution: Ey2/T – Ey3/3T2 
 
 Above the line: CaseCa(T,Ey,Q) 
 Definite integral: (y2/T – y3/3T2) : Ey<=y<=Q) 
 Bounded solution: Q2/T – Q3/3T2 - (Ey2/T – Ey3/3T2) + CaseBb(T,Q,0,T-Q) 
  
 If Q > T then 
  J = T / Ey * (F-Xx) 
  K = F – J 
  Above = CaseAa(T,Xy,Ex) + CaseCb(T,F,T,Xx) + S 
 
 
 
 

Once Ratiop is calculated then  the portion of LAI between the  
two parallel light rays is: 
 
[1] Lac=LAI (Ratiop)/cos(θ)  
 
Where LAI is leaf area index in a vertical direction, Ratiop is the portion of LAI 
bounded between two parallel light rays and θ is the solar zenith angle. See 
equation 4 for example of application. 
 

Ey 

CaseCa 

CaseCb 
Xx 

Q 
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Appendix II: example of accumulating leaf area to predict light 
attenuation 
 

Schematic of  a 10m grid “10 trees” (patch) shading a 30m area to the north and 
intersected by a 45 degree zenith angle sun ray that moves from 0 to 30m by 1m 
increments. The patch is 30m tall. The leaf area is 5m2/m2. 
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Modelled direct light between each metre mark is based on the leaf area shading asa a 
light ray traverses a crown. The initially higher light is caused by light passing beneath 
the tree crown. 

Fig 7. Depiction of a 
simple model use to 
calculate cumulative  
leaf area (Lac) 
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Modelled cumulative leaf area (Lac) between each meter as a given light ray traverses the 
canopy for a fixed zenith angle (45 degrees). 
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Appendix III 
 
Detailed Light Transmission  
 
Light Parameters: 
R – ratio of extraterrestrial radiation to measured global radiation. This parameter 
reflects the cloudiness of the atmosphere derived from historical measurements 
φ – latitude of the site. 
h – hour angle – the angle the Earth will turn until (solar noon). There are 15o or 
0.26 radians in an hour, so two hours before noon the hour angle is 30 o. 
 
Light Equations:  
δ – solar declination = 23.45 * cos(360 * (Day+10)/365) - angle between the sub 
solar spot (closest 
point to the Sun) 
and the equator. 
This changes as 
the Earth orbits 
the Sun.  
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Z – solar zenith = cos-1(sin(φ) * sin(δ) + cos(φ) * cos(δ) * cos(h))  
 the angle 
between the 
zenith and the 
sun. Depends on 
the day and time 
of day. The solar 
zenith is zero at 
sunrise and 
sunset. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hsr – sunrise hour – the hour angle at sunrise 

cos-1(sin(φ) * sin(δ) / cos(φ) /cos(δ)) + 2*π/48 
 
θ - solar azimuth = cos-1((cos(φ) * sin(δ) - sin(φ) * cos(δ) * cos(h)) / sin(Z))  
the angle between 
true north and the 
direction of the 
Sun. This changes 
with day and time 
of day. The solar 
azimuth is pi at 
solar noon. 

 
 
 

 
 
Sx – solar 
extraterrestrial 
radiation 

1370 *cos(Z) 
 

Sg – global radiation – from historical data  Sx * R = Sd+SD 
 
Sd/Sg – ratio of diffuse to global radiation  

if R < 0.8: 0.943+0.73 R-4.900 R2+1.796 R3+2.058 R4  
if R>= 0.8: 0.13 
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Smith et al  (1991) p20 eq10 
 
SD   direct solar radiation - Sg - Sd 
 
SDu   transmission of direct solar radiation (single light ray only) 

SD*e(-G(θ)*Ω*L/cos(θ)) 
Smith et al  (1991) p 21 eq12, Chen  et al (1993) eq 26, 29 
 

G(θ)  mean projection coefficient 
if θ < 0.85: 0.54+0.33*θ 
if θ >= 0.85: 0.82 + 1.14*(θ – 0.85) 
Smith et al  (1991) p21 eq13, Chen  et al (1993) eq28 

Ω   clumping index - F - 0.3064 H, C, D – 0.5.  
 

Sds   diffuse PPFD 
Fc*Sd + Fs*Sd + (1 - Fs)*Sd*e(-Gd*Le) + Ft *δt*(0.5*SD + Sd)  

+ Fl *δl*(SD + Sd) 
Chen  et al (1993) eq 30 

 
Fc, Fs, Ft, Fl   view factors  

Portion of hemisphere occupied by canopy, sky, trees and landscape – 
should sum to 1 This is an extension of the analysis in Chen  et al (1993) 
eq 32, 33, 34. 

 
Gd  extinction coefficient for diffuse par 

0.85 – 0.04* SD/Sd 
Chen  et al (1993) eq 3 

 
Le  effective leaf area index 

Lhp*Ω 
Chen  et al (1993) eq 27 
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Appendix IV. Growth and temperature equations. 
 
Note: relationships are based on best guesses (assumptions) to be confirmed by further 
study. The intent is to show the general framework. 

 
Photosynthetic Response (PAR: Photosynthetically active radiation). 

If PAR > b4 : 1 
If PAR < b3 : 0 
If b3 <= PAR <= b4 :  b1*(1-(1+b2/b1)(1-PAR/b3) ) 
Parameter Fir Hemlock Cedar Deciduous 
B1 9.0 5.3 5.3 5.3 
B2 0.97 0.71 0.71 0.71 
B3 22.9 19 19 19 
B4 567 432 432 432 
 

Fig 1. Net Photosynthetic Saturation Curves
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We chose to examine the effects of cumulative mean growing season photosynthestic 
flux density (PPFD) compared to modification of the net photosynthesis-light saturation 
curves developed by Bond et al. (1999) for 1-year-old foliage from trees in a 22.5m tall 
fir and a 18m tall hemlock stand. 
 
The curves shown in the above Fig 1 were from equation (1):  
 
(1) A=Amax*(1-(1-Rd/Amax)(1-PPFD/L)) 
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Where  
A=net assimilation rate (micromoles per metre squared per second), Amax=Maximum 
net CO2 assimilation rate (micromoles per metre squared per second), Rd=Daytime dark 
respiration rate, leaf area basis (micromoles per metre squared per second CO2) PPFD 
(‘light’)=Photosynthetically active photon flux density (micromoles per metre squared 
per second) L=light compensation point (micromoles per metre squared per second 
photosynthetically active radiation) 
 
For fir (F): 
 
(2) A=9*(1-(1+0.97/9)(1-PPFD/22.9)) 
 
For hemlock (H): 
 
(3) A=5.3*(1-(1+0.71/5.3)(1-PPFD/19)) 
 
Changing Amax to 1 scales the equations between 1 and 0. 
 
Theta90 is the point at which 90% saturation is reached and represents a practical upper 
level of PPFD saturation (Bond et al. 1999). For fir this is 567 micromoles per metre 
squared per second and 432 micromoles per metre squared per second for hemlock (Bond 
et al. 1999). The 'growth factor'(GF) curves shown in Fig 3 are a simplification of the 
Bond et al. (1999) models described above in that a linear 'growth factor' response 
between the light compensation point and theta90 is assumed with a constant level 
beyond theta90. The 'growth factor' is a simplification of  the net assimilation rate derived 
from equation (1) above. At the compensation point the net assimilation rate is zero and 
at theta90 it is equal to one. 
 
For fir the equation was: 
 
(4) PPFD<567: GF=-.04209+0.001838*PPFD; PPFD>567: GF=1 
 
For hemlock the equation was: 
 
(5) PPFD<567: GF=-.046+0.002421*PPFD; PPFD>432: GF=1 
 
See Fig 3. 
 
To implement the equation, mean growing season PPFD is estimated for a simulated 
variable retention scenario. This is then compared to equations (4) and (5) shown in Fig 3 
to derive the Growth Factor adjustment for that year (scaled between 0 and 1). Height is 
then adjusted as (estimated height)*(GF)(1/3). The 1/3 adjustment was used because 
diameter growth is a function of height growth in the modelling approach used and has 
approximately twice the impact on volume that height has for each unit increase (note 
this assumption awaits further confirmation and is amenable to sensitivity analysis). The 
intent is to make the adjustment proportional to the GF adjustment: if a simple GF was 
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applied to height this would have a growth (or volume) adjustment much greater than 
suggested by the PPFD saturation curves developed by Bond et al. (1999). Finally the 
variable retention is removed to simulate a clear cut (the surrounding boundaries are left 
intact if they were present for the variable retention simulation) and the light model is 
rerun. The simulated impact of variable retention is finally compared to a clearcut rather 
than clearcut with no surround. 
 
The model tracks the current modified and unmodified height of the cells. The 
unmodified height is the height with no growth factors applied. The modified height is 
the height with cumulative growth factor modifications. These equations describe how 
the growth factor is applied to the modified height. 
 Hun-1  previous unmodified height 
 Hun  current unmodified height 
 Hmn-1  previous modified height 
 Gfv growth factor volume 
 
 Gfh = 3√Gfv   growth factor height 
 dHu = Hun  - Hun-1  unmodified height difference  
 dHm = dHu * Gfh  modified height difference 
 Hmn = Hmn-1 + dHm  new modified height 
 
Once Gfv < 1, the modified H never ‘catches up’ to the unmodified H, but can grow at 
the same rate(if Gfv returns to 1). The graph below illustrates the relationship between 
the Unmodified Height and the Modified Height. The Growth Factor is 0.7 between 0 and 
50 years, returning to 1.0 after. 
 
Gfv is also used to adjust the breast height age, BHA. This lowers the BHA for affected 
cells. 
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Fig 3. Growth Factor (modification of Fig 1)
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Fig 2. Modified Height vs Age
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Air Temperature 
Temperature is derived by adjusting the historical temperature by the amount of light.  
 

T = Th + 0.01(SD+Sd) - Smith et al  (1991) p24 eq28 where Th is air temperature 
in degrees C (derived from climate station in the clearcut or open). SD and Sd are 
direct and diffuse radiation, respectively. 

 
. 
 
 


